DIRECT IMEX LIMITED
YOUR ECO FRIENDLY GOODIES MANUFACTURER

PAILLES A BASE DE RIZ

PAILLES A BASE DE RIZ

+84 934 037 969
https://directimex.com/en/
contact@directimex.com
Set up in Vietnam since 2015, Direct Imex has expanded and owns now factories in China and Poland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUITS SUR MESURE ET PERSONNALISABLES</th>
<th>UN INTERLOCUTEUR FRANÇAIS AU VIETNAM</th>
<th>QUALITÉ GARANTIE</th>
<th>GESTION DE LA LOGISTIQUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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A MANUFACTURER AT YOUR SERVICE

We adapt to your goodies demands and we guide you to personalize your products.

Our designers team helps you to choose your design and adapt to your needs.

On site in Vietnam we control all the production and logistics.
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Wood objects

- Wood cutlery
- Wood USB keychain
- Wood label luggage
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Natural made objects

- Jute career bottle
- Straw hat
- Cork wallet
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Cotton objects

Cotton lanyard

Cotton meshbags
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Recycled material objects

RPET umbrella
RPET pencil
RPET cap
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